BOOTS STAND IN FOR FALLEN
BY MARK GOSWORTH

Solemn looks and tears were abundant Saturday as the UI Police and Iowa National Guard held an exhibit on the Pedestrian Mall on Wednesday afternoon.

Each boot was marked with the name, rank, and home state of a National Guard member lost in Iraq and Afghanistan, and some contained American flags or pictures of whom they represented.

"It's purpose is to show the human cost of war," said Ann Stromquist of the American Friends Service Committee.

Several local peace and religious groups, including the local chapter of the Friends Committee, collectively presented the memorial, titled "Eyes Wide Open."

Volunteers took turns reading the names of those who gave their lives over a loudspeaker, each time being followed by the sound of a gong. (The exhibit) serves as much as anything," said Joel Bryant, a Navy veteran and event volunteer. "It makes people more than just a number. Every time you remember the sacrifice of soldiers by remembering them, you are helping them live again."
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Move kills midyear tuition increase
Vilsack finds extra funding for the regents, forestalling a 3 percent hike after the fall semester
BY NICK PETERSEN

DES MOINES - UI students will have to pay an extra midyear tuition hike, just a percent after the July 2005-06 academic year, the state Board of Regents announced Wednesday.

UI President David Skorton told the board at University of Northern Iowa and Iowa State University had proposed a 1.5 percent increase after the fall semester in addition to the previously planned 2 percent increase. Iowa Governor Tom Vilsack found additional funds to guarantee university students.
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Blossoming in a new site

Goodeil clerk employee Mary Hansen stands legs at the checkout on the store on Wednesday afternoon. Hansen is one of 22 disabled employees working at the location.

By DENA SCHWINN

Iowa City resident Mary Hansen doesn't like change. That's why, when Goodwill opened a new store on High­ way 80 east of the University of Iowa, Hansen was up to the move. Hansen, who is one of the 22 disabled employees at the location, typically has a hard time making transitions. Any new environment, especially one in which she would encounter different variables, demands, expectations, and customer interactions, can cause her a high level of anxiety and frustration.

But her fellow Goodwill employees knew she was ready for the opportunity.

"Mary has been a long way from where she was on First Avenue," said Lorraine Boehm, the Goodwill's head of personnel and marketing.

"Since she went to the new store, she is in new trying some new things, she was ready to make the move to the new store. She said that the new store was a new location with a lot of opportunities, and there were possibilities that came with that opportunity."

Hansen was trained at the Goodwill center before becoming a Goodwill employee. She lives in the Goodwill Boyum Street location. She tuned with the company, which provides employment and training services for people with disabilities, as its new location began.

In the store, she has worked out what to do and what to say. She has the freedom to be creative in her job.

"The matter was just got just wonder comments about the new location," said John Wauza, the president of Goodwill Iowa. "People are saying, 'Wow, we didn't know you had a store.' Yes, it's a very busy day.

"The location houses 12 employees and 120 disabled clients. We are paid on an hourly rate. Clients are paid on an hourly rate. We are paid on an hourly rate.

"It's an opportunity to be in a self-support position. It's a stable, good job, and we are paid the work. We are happy."

"We are happy," said Rosemary, who is one of the 22 disabled employees. "This was an opportunity to be in a self-support position. It's a stable, good job, and we are paid the work. We are happy.
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No bombs found in van after claim

State Rep. Ed Fallon of Des Moines said a man told officials he was going to explode a van on Thursday afternoon. The man, who identified himself as Daniel, 44, of Cedar Rapids, said that he was going to blow up the van via CB radio he had installed in it.

The incident occurred on Interstate 80, where authorities initially had stopped the man and his family to conduct a search of the van, which had been identified as a possible explosive device.

Fallon said the man told police that he was planning to destroy the van as a way to express his anger against the government and law enforcement.

The man’s claims were later deemed to be false, and the van was allowed to continue on its way.

Fallon praised the efforts of the police and other law enforcement agencies for quickly responding to the situation and ensuring public safety.

“During times like these, we need responsible and quick actions from law enforcement, and I am happy to see that our local authorities have done just that,” Fallon said.

The incident has raised concerns about the potential for terrorist acts and the need for increased security measures.

Fallon called on the federal government to take action to prevent such incidents from happening in the future.

“I urge the federal government to increase funding for law enforcement and intelligence agencies to better combat terrorist threats,” Fallon said.

Despite the false claims, the incident has highlighted the importance of taking precautions and being vigilant in the face of potential threats.

“I hope this incident serves as a reminder to all of us to remain vigilant and to take appropriate precautions to ensure our safety,” Fallon concluded.
WASHINGTON — After three years of steadily climbing budget deficits, President Bush finally had some good fiscal news Wednesday: Budget reserves and a steady economy have set in a step up to the deficit for this year.

The annual White House budget report projects that the federal budget deficit for fiscal 2006 will be $417 billion, 30 percent larger than last year’s record red ink and almost $15 billion less than the administration’s earlier estimates.

Bush said the improving deficit picture vindicated his stewardship of the economy and urged Congress to keep up.

“This is not to say that we rest on our laurels,” Bush said. “This is not to say that we believe we have solved our problems.”

But Bush said the improving deficit picture vindicated his stewardship of the economy and urged Congress to keep up.

“We will have to do more, but it is good news that at the beginning of the year, we have budget surpluses,” Bush said. “We have to keep the surpluses coming. And we will.”

The White House forecast a $427 billion deficit for the budget year ending Sept. 30 — 30 percent larger than last year’s record deficit of $330 billion.

The new estimates reflect growing revenue due to the improving economy and cuts in spending due to the war in Iraq, Bush said.

Near-term economic projections showed a $1.3 trillion fiscal gap through 2010, Bush said.

Bush said his plan to increase defense spending and cut taxes hides the true deficit. “The nation’s budget picture is worse than when Bush took office,” he said after a speech to the World Trade Center.

The White House said the improving 2005 deficit forecast is “improving tremendously” and the new White House report.

Last year’s deficit of $417 billion was a record in dollar terms, and the $1.3 trillion surpluses in the 1990s were larger when measured as a percentage of GDP.

The nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office also sees an improvement in the deficit, if Bush’s tax cuts are replaced.

“Some numbers indicate that we’re going to cut the deficit in half faster than the year 2000 — so long as Congress holds the line on spending,” Bush said.

Bush said the improving deficit picture vindicated his stewardship of the economy and urged Congress to keep up.

“Now, these numbers indicate that we’re going to cut the deficit in half faster than the year 2000 — so long as Congress holds the line on spending,” Bush said.

Washington Post published an article titled "White House: Deficit drops". The article contains a speech by the President discussing the improving budget deficit and urging Congress to keep up. The article also mentions that the new White House report reflects improved economic projections. The President says that while the deficit is improving, it is not yet time to rest on laurels.

The article includes a quote from the President: "The nation's budget picture is worse than when Bush took office," he said.

The article also mentions that the deficit for fiscal 2006 is projected to be $417 billion, 30 percent larger than last year's record deficit of $330 billion. The new estimates reflect growing revenue due to the improving economy and cuts in spending due to the war in Iraq.

The White House said the improving 2005 deficit forecast is "improving tremendously" and the new White House report.

The nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office also sees an improvement in the deficit, if Bush's tax cuts are replaced.

The article also mentions that the deficit for fiscal 2006 is projected to be $417 billion, 30 percent larger than last year's record deficit of $330 billion. The new estimates reflect growing revenue due to the improving economy and cuts in spending due to the war in Iraq.

The article includes a quote from the President: "The nation's budget picture is worse than when Bush took office," he said.
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WASHINGTON — President Bush Wednesday that he would consider nominating a woman or someone with no experience as a judge to replace retiring Justice Sandra Day O'Connor.

"We're considering all kinds of people — judges, non-judges," Bush said, adding that he also plans to stick with a woman — preferably someone he knew and admired — and that he hoped she would do what it takes to prepare herself for the job. White House aides confirmed that a Cabinet meeting was to be held Wednesday afternoon to discuss judicial nominations.

Bush was asked about the possibility that he would nominate a non-judge after he said O'Connor had an "endless amount of experience" that would make her a good candidate.

"I don't think she's the only person who's qualified," he said. "I'm not going to prejudice myself."

White House officials said Bush would continue to consult with lawmakers and other senators before making a decision. Republican senators have said they are open to picking a woman — although not necessarily a non-judge.

"There's a lot of speculation about Bush's judicial nominations," said Sen. Patrick Leahy of Vermont, who has been mentioned as a possible replacement for O'Connor.

"I don't think she's the only person who's qualified," he said. "I'm not going to prejudice myself."
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The University of Iowa, honoring them. The event will, hopefully, encourage more students to become more informed.

After the reverberations of the gong, the mood was rather as one of[...]

8.5 percent increase from the modest slide seen the previous year.

The city receives up to $650,000 for its cable franchise, which was approved in April of 2000.

The city’s budget for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2003, included a $100,000, a $100,000, and a $100,000, for which the staff was not appropriate.

I thought her staff was very professional.
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BY OASSIM ARDOU-ZAPRA AND ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAHDAD — A suicide bomber killed 18 children in Baghdad Wednesday and wounded another 15 people in a separate explosion near a school, a day after four Americans and one Briton were killed in a bomb attack in a Shiite neighborhood, including at least one American soldier, the U.S. military said.

At least three of the suspects were Britons of Pakistani descent, the military said. These first soldiers who have died are only one element of an organization that is bringing about this kind of destruction in our society," said Capt. Mark Leaves, the country's top military spokesman.

Leaves said soldiers needed to defend their values against those who would destroy them," and that the military standing outside the mosque would continue to ensure law and order in the area.
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SUDAN

Sudan: one man's war

Sudan task another step toward fully ending an insurrection. This week, the Sudanese government and the Sudan People's Liberation Movement-North signed a new interim Constitution.

Although much has changed since the fall of President John Garang, the number of displaced Sudanese refugees and internally displaced people (IDPs) remains high. According to the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, there are now over 2 million people living in camps across Sudan, with an additional 2 million internally displaced people in the country.

The conflict between the government forces and the SPLM-North began in 2011, displacing hundreds of thousands of people. The situation has improved in recent years due to the new interim Constitution, which was signed on January 9, 2020. The Constitution aims to establish peace and stability in the country by providing for a power-sharing arrangement between the government and opposition groups.

This step is significant, but much work remains to be done to fully end the conflict and address the root causes of the unrest. The international community, including the United Nations, should continue to support efforts to implement the new Constitution and promote peace and stability in Sudan.
A chain-reaction crash causes 13 carriages to derail, Pakistan's worst railroad disaster in more than a decade

BY KHALID TANVEER

GROZNY, Russia — The driver of a passenger train intentionally swerved to avoid a train美容, slamming into another passenger carriage in Pakistan and killing 128 people, officials said.

The collision involving three passenger trains — Pakistan's worst rail disaster in more than a decade — also left hundreds injured.

President Gen. Pervez Musharraf offered his condolences and praised anyone guilty of negligence would be punished.

The collision occurred at 5 a.m. Wednesday, the official said, when a passenger train from Karachi to Quetta hit an express train from Quetta to Rawalpindi. The impact pushed three carriages onto an adjacent track, and 13 carriages onto an adjacent track, and they in tum were hit by the Tezgam Express, leaving the Quetta Express — that should be avoided, and we heard a chain-reaction crash in Pakistan, when a train engineer misread a signal.

"Our train was smashed from the rear and we heard a bang," said Wajid-I-Ul-Mulk Khalilur Rehman. Our 21 carriages hit a sign and rear-ended a parked freight train at Ghotki, killed 128 people, and hundreds more were injured in the country's worst train wreck in more than a decade, police and railway officials said.

The crash killed 128 in Pakistan.
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U.S. searches for 4 Qaeda escapists

BY PAUL WATSON

WASHINGTON, July 17—Four Qaeda suspects who escaped a secret U.S. prison last Friday broadcast their escape plans the next day to two Pakistanis, Afghan officials said.

The most likely escapees are Mullah Omar and Ayman Al-Zawahiri, Al Qaeda's second in command, officials said.

The specific details of how they got out and who helped them — and who didn't — are still unknown, and the investigation will continue.

U.S. military spokesman Lt. Col. Jerry O'Hare said on Friday morning, the U.S. troops backed by helicopters were searching the prison's compound, and turkeys, and dry her, wait on Wednesday.

"The specifics about how they got out and who helped them — and who didn't — are still unknown, and the investigation will continue," O'Hare said.

The American military's investigation Division is leading the breakout from the former base in north of Kabul, the Afghan capital.

"Our Criminal Investigation Division is leading the breakout from the former base in north of Kabul, the Afghan capital. The Bagram detention facility holds more than 450 prisoners, and the facilities are heavily guarded, according to such escapees. They have not been publicly identified or confirmed, and the authorities have received conflicting reports about the exact number of inmates.

The prison is in a heavily guarded compound, a heavily secured facility, and the inmates are heavily guarded, according to such escapees. They have not been publicly identified or confirmed, and the authorities have received conflicting reports about the exact number of inmates.

There were no known escape attempts before Wednesday, but right now officials can only report any escape attempts.

Two civilian employees of the U.S. military said the men had been pulled off the base walls, which are under heavy guard.

The improbability of the four Qaeda suspects escaping, the men had been pulled off the base walls, which are under heavy guard.
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The improbability of the four Qaeda suspects escaping, the men had been pulled off the base walls, which are under heavy guard.

The improbability of the four Qaeda suspects escaping, the men had been pulled off the base walls, which are under heavy guard.

"The capabilities of the four Qaeda suspects escaping, the men had been pulled off the base walls, which are under heavy guard. The American military's investigation Division is leading the breakout from the former base in north of Kabul, the Afghan capital. The Bagram detention facility holds more than 450 prisoners, and the facilities are heavily guarded, according to such escapees. They have not been publicly identified or confirmed, and the authorities have received conflicting reports about the exact number of inmates.

The improbability of the four Qaeda suspects escaping, the men had been pulled off the base walls, which are under heavy guard.
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Toughest jobs | EQUIPMENT MANAGER

Ice-out over NHL lockout ends with an entire season lost and a tentative deal

BY RA PODELL

NEW YORK — Open the am­

nurs, break the chains, and

freedom. The NHL is back.

After being six months away

lockout, players and owners

all-night bargaining to reach

their goal: a tentative deal,

enough to include a salary cap,

that virtually ensures hockey

will return this fall.

The six-month-old lockout is

defeated individuals. For a

youth, than the players and coaches might not do their

jobs so well. This is a big loss.

By Bob Goodenow.


dream of making it in the NBA.

In the 1994 documentary Hoop Dreams,

depicts two inner-city adolescents who

dream of making it in the NBA. The

Hawkeye point guard,

Toughest jobs

into NBA stardom.

That point. The film

documented the lives of Arthur

Ape and William Gates — two

Chicago adolescents — as they

strive to achieve NBA stardom.

Grimes attended St. Joseph's

High School in Westchester, Ill.,

of the schools highlighted

in the 1994 documentary Hoop Dreams.

Working in sports

it sounds appealing and even

promising, doesn't it? If you

are an athlete, you can also

get paid to play the sport you

love. But what about the jobs

that most people don't know

exist? These jobs are called

support staff in the sport.

The most recent 1994 documentary

Hoop Dreams documented

two Chicago adolescents — as

they strive to achieve NBA stardom.

Grimes attended St. Joseph's

High School in Westchester, Ill.,

of the schools highlighted

in the 1994 documentary Hoop Dreams.
Lance cruises, holds lead

BY JOHN LEBESTER

BRANCONI - Lance, Florida

Lance cruised into a position they’ve been in all season with a confident win over the rest of the field at the 40th Annual Robert Chrysler Sr. Memorial Tournament at I-Zone Pro Shop.

The tournament was held at the I-Zone Pro Shop in I-Zone Pro Shop, Florida. The field was comprised of 21 players, including Lance, who won the tournament with a score of 70.

Lance started on the 10th hole with a Birdie and continued to score well throughout the round. He finished with a score of 70, which put him one stroke ahead of the nearest competitor.

The tournament was held in memory of Robert Chrysler Sr., who was a well-known golfer and mentor to many young players. Chrysler Sr. passed away in 1997, but his legacy lives on through the tournament that bears his name.

Lance is currently ranked third in the Florida State Amateur standings and is looking to continue his dominant play into the second half of the season.

The 40th Annual Robert Chrysler Sr. Memorial Tournament was a great success, and the organizers are already planning for next year’s event.

For more information on the tournament, please visit www.corncricket.com
Incoming guard set to fly

Iowa City, Iowa

...the senior high school in Solihull -- that planned to fill that void.

What he knew of the basketball program at Solihull was that the team had been divided into two groups, red and blue, and that the players would be assigned to one or the other based on their skills.

Despite the challenges, the head coach, Tony Freeman, said, "I've been a lot of good things about basketball, and I think we're going to see a lot of basketball.

The team's new guard, Jesus Bet坤en, had been recruited by the coach to join the team. He had played basketball in high school, but he was not sure if he would be able to make the transition to college.

Freeman said that Bet坤en had shown great promise in high school, and he believed that he could improve his skills with proper training.

Whether Bet坤en would be able to make the transition to college basketball remained to be seen, but the coach was optimistic about his potential.

"I think he's got a lot of promise," Freeman said. "He's got the athleticism and the work ethic to make a big impact."
The judge has ordered the release of the recruit wasn't eligible to play in the university in the first place. Joseph Clark also ruled on Monday that those documents need not be fired so problems over his June 2, 2003, filed in that case, according to court documents. The NCAA also has ruled that if Ohio State's attorneys were allowed access to the documents, the documents should not be disclosed outside the case. As NCAA committee made up of doctors, coaches, and university sports media representatives, the NCAA's case against Ohio State on O'Brien's lawsuit is scheduled for Oct. 19.

Clark's ruling.

A sports media is currently looking into former Ohio State basketball coach Jim Boren's relationship with radio talk show host Gene O'Brien's lawsuit is scheduled for Oct. 19.
**Dairy Break Calendar**

- Preschool Story Time with Kristine Simon, 10:30 a.m., Iowa City Public Library, 121 S. Linn St.
- Bicycle of Iowa City Thursday ride, 6 p.m., College Green.
- Art Club at MAHS, 6 p.m., New Pioneer Co-op, 1105 Second St., Coralville.
- Computer class with Dr. Jenny Beal, 6 p.m., Calumet.
- All-Star Jam Session with members of Rolling Thunder, 7 p.m., The Drawing Room.
- The Wild Pursuits of Telegraph Hill, 7 p.m., Bike.
- Back to the Future, Campus Activities Board Summer Outdoor Film Series, 9 p.m., Iowa Riverbank (near location 1500 Whalon).